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X - 2 THOMSON ET AL.: WAVES AT STATION P

Abstract. Wave and wind measurements at Ocean Weather Station P3

(OWS-P, 50◦ N 145◦ W) are used to evaluate the equilibrium range of sur-4

face wave energy spectra. Observations are consistent with a local balance5

between wind input and breaking dissipation, as described by Phillips [1985].6

The measurements include direct covariance wind stress estimates and wave7

breaking dissipation rate estimates during a three-week research cruise to8

OWS-P. The analysis is extended to a wider range of conditions using ob-9

servations of wave energy spectra and wind speed during a two-year moor-10

ing deployment at OWS-P. At moderate wind speeds (5 to 15 m/s), moor-11

ing wave spectra are in agreement, within 5% uncertainty, with the forcing12

implied by standard drag laws and mooring wind measurements. At high wind13

speeds (>15 m/s), mooring wave spectra are biased low, by 13%, relative to14

the forcing implied by standard drag laws and mooring wind measurements.15

Deviations from equilibrium are associated with directionality and variations16
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at the swell frequencies. A spectral wave hindcast accurately reproduces the17

mooring observations, and is used to examine the wind input.18
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1. Introduction

Ocean surface waves are the result of wind blowing along a fetch distance for a duration

of time. The evolution of ocean surface waves is described by the wave-action equation,

d

dt

(
E

f

)
+ cg · ∇

(
E

f

)
= Swind − Sbrk + Snl, (1)

in which a wave energy spectrum E(f, θ) of frequency f and directional components θ19

propagates at group velocities cg(f) and is altered by spectral source/sink terms: input20

from the wind Swind, dissipation via breaking Sbrk, and nonlinear interactions between21

wave frequencies Snl. This is also called the radiative transfer equation [Young , 1999].22

Phillips [1985] postulated that a portion of the wave energy spectrum would be in

equilibrium such that the source/sink terms would balance. By assuming wave growth

to be slow and flux divergence to be negligible at small scales, the left-hand side of

Eq. 1 would be zero at first order. The remaining source/sink terms on the right-hand

side then participate at first order in the equilibrium range of the energy spectrum E.

Assuming wind input of the form Swind scales with the wind friction velocity squared, u2∗,

as empirically determined by Plant [1982], Phillips [1985] derived an analytic expression

for the energy spectrum as a function of wavenumber k in the equilibrium range, which

can be rewritten in terms of frequency f as

E(f)

2π
=
βI(p)gu∗f

−4

16π4
, (2)

where β is a constant, I(p) is a directional spreading function, g is gravitational accelera-

tion, and u∗ is the wind friction velocity. The cyclic frequency f is used throughout; it is

related to the radian frequency ω by f = ω
2π

. The f−4 spectral shape was first suggested as

a universal form based on observations by Toba [1973], prior to the dynamic justification
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proposed by Phillips [1985]. An alternate derivation based on a wavenumber cascade is

given by Kitaigorodski [1983]. The f−4 form is commonly used in determining the mean

square slope of a wave spectrum, which is given by

mss =
∫ (2πf)4E(f)

g2
df. (3)

The implication of Eq. 2 is that, given β and I(p), wind friction velocity u∗ (and

thus wind stress) directly controls wave energy spectra levels at high frequencies. More

information is required, however, to compare wave energy spectra to a measured wind

speed Uz at a given height z (commonly U10). In a constant stress ‘law of the wall’

boundary layer, the vertical profile of horizontal wind velocity is

Uz =
u∗
κ

ln
(
z

z0

)
, (4)

where κ = 0.4 is the Von Karman constant and z0 is the roughness length. The roughness

length is commonly estimated from the Charnock [1955] relation

z0 =
αu2∗
g
, (5)

where α is assumed to be 0.012. Thus, by combining the Phillips [1985] equilibrium23

formulation and the Charnock [1955] relation, a wind speed Uz can be estimated from24

wave energy spectra.25

There are known changes in roughness length z0 due to waves (i.e., deviations from the26

Charnock [1955] relation). These are second-order corrections and typically associated27

with the non-dimensional wave age cp
u∗

or cp
U10

, where cp is the phase speed of the dom-28

inant sea. Although roughness length is an important quantity for the wind profile, it29

is independent of the wave equilibrium hypothesis (Eq. 2). This is because u∗ uniquely30

characterizes the surface stress, via τ = ρau
2
∗. The roughness length z0 and profile U(z)31
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thus are addressed here solely for the purpose of comparison with measured wind speeds.32

More central to the equilibrium concept is the directionality of the waves relative to the33

wind.34

The Phillips [1985] non-dimensional directional function I(p) in Eq. 2 integrates over

directions θ relative to the wind direction (i.e., θ = 0 indicates waves aligned with the

wind), such that

I(p) =
∫ π/2

−π/2
cospθdθ, (6)

where p is directional spreading parameter (increasing for narrower directional distribu-35

tions). Physically, a narrower directional spectrum is more effective at capturing the wind36

and thus has a higher I(p). In the equilibrium range, Phillips [1985] found the ratio of37

the downwind wave slope to the total wave slope to be I(p+ 2)/I(p). In their pioneering38

study of wave slopes, Cox and Munk [1954] found this ratio to range from 0.5 to 0.64.39

Juszko et al. [1995] found similar ratios, solving for p values ranging from 0.0 to 12.5,40

although typically less than 1, and I(p) values ranging from 1.9 to 3.1.41

Juszko et al. [1995] successfully showed equilibrium over a limited set of conditions (442

storms), and obtained a mean value for the constant β = 0.012 from a range of 0.006 < β <43

0.024. Specifically, Juszko et al. [1995] showed agreement between the equilibrium stress44

τ = ρau
2
∗ and the stress calculated with standard drag laws (e.g., [Smith, 1980; Large45

and Pond , 1981]) τ = ρaCDU
2
10, where CD is a drag coefficient. Donelan et al. [1985]46

and Dobson et al. [1989] suggested that β depends on the wave age, however Juszko et al.47

[1995] found negligible improvement to u∗ estimates when incorporating a variable β. The48

β values in Juszko et al. [1995] are consistent with the Toba [1973] constant αT = 4βI(p)49
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of empirical f−4 spectra and the observed values of αT = 0.06 from Kawai et al. [1977]50

and αT = 0.13 from Battjes et al. [1987].51

Related recent work includes Long and Resio [2007], who examine equilibrium range52

bandwidth under different fetch-limited conditions and directional cases, and Takagaki53

et al. [2012], who show a relation between the wind stress and spectral levels of both the54

equilibrium range and the swell range.55

Here, we extend the results of Juszko et al. [1995] to a much larger data set and include56

detailed observations of the equilibrium balance in Eq. 1, where 0 = Swind−Sbrk+Snl. The57

primary data are process measurements with drifting buoys and shipboard instruments in58

the vicinity of OWS-P during a three-week research cruise. The secondary data long-term59

mooring observations from Ocean Weather Station P (OWS-P), an ongoing reference site60

at 50◦ N, 145◦ W in the North Pacific Ocean. The site has long been used to study air-sea61

interaction (e.g, Large and Pond [1981]), because of its deep location, weak currents, and62

large range of conditions.63

The data collection and processing are described in §2. The results and sensitivities are64

in §3. Errors and potential application are discussed in §4. The conclusions are in §5.65

2. Methods

2.1. Shipboard and drifter observations

Shipboard and drifting buoy data were collected during a mooring turnaround cruise in66

October 2012 aboard the R/V New Horizon, with a goal of directly observing equilibrium67

in the wave action balance (Eq. 1). Three Surface Wave Instrument Floats with Tracking68

(SWIFTs, see Thomson [2012]) were deployed to measure wave breaking dissipation in69

the vicinity of OWS-P (N 50, W 145). A 3-axis sonic anemometer (RM Young model70
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8100) was temporarily mounted to the jackstaff at the bow of the R/V New Horizon to71

measure winds at 10 m height above the surface.72

2.1.1. Turbulence measurements and calculation of wave breaking dissipa-73

tion Sbrk74

The SWIFTs are drifters used to measure waves, winds, currents, and turbulence in a75

wave-following reference frame. The details of data collection and processing are described76

in Thomson [2012], and are only be reviewed here.77

The primary SWIFT data used are pulse-coherent Doppler sonar (Nortek

Aquadopp HR) profiles of turbulent velocities beneath the wave following surface, which

is defined as zw = 0. The turbulent velocities were collected at 4 Hz and were processed

to estimate the second-order structure function of 5-minute ensembles. The structure

function is a direct spatial realization of the theoretical Kolmogorov [1941] energy cascade

from large to small scales. Fitting the observed structure function to Ar2/3, where r is

the spatial separation of velocity measurements along a profile, is equivalent to fitting

a k−5/3 wavenumber spectrum, and thus the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation

rates were estimated according to [Wiles et al., 2006]

εw(zw) =

(
A(zw)

C2v

)3/2

, (7)

where A(zw) is the amplitude determined for each depth below the wave surface zw and78

C2v = 2.1 is the constant commonly used in atmospheric studies of velocity structure79

[Sauvageot , 1992].80

Following Agrawal et al. [1992] and Gemmrich [2010], the total TKE dissipation is

predominantly from wave breaking (i.e., εbrk ≈ εw) and mostly constrained to within the

first meter beneath a breaking crest (zw < −1 m). Thus, the wave-breaking loss term in
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the wave-action balance (Eq. 1) is approximated as

∫
Sbrkdf ≈ ρw

∫
εbrkdzw, (8)

where the radian frequency integral on the left-hand side is over the entire equilibrium81

range, because the SWIFT estimates of εbrk are not localized in frequency.82

2.1.2. Wind stress measurements and calculation of wind input Swind83

The sonic anemometer data from the jackstaff of the R/V New Horizon were collected84

at 10 Hz and despiked using the phase-space method of Goring and Nikora [2002]; Mori85

et al. [2007]. Approximately 0.5% of all points are rejected during despiking. The sonic86

data were processed in 10-minute windows according to the direct eddy covariance method87

of Edson et al. [1998] and according to the dissipation method of Yelland et al. [1994].88

In the direct eddy covariance method, wind friction velocity was estimated by

u∗ =
√
〈u′w′〉, (9)

where u′ and w′ are turbulent horizontal and vertical functions of velocity, after removal89

of ship motion using data from a collocated accelerometer.90

To assess the potential for residual motion contamination in the covariance calculation,

a second method for wind friction velocity was also used, in which an air-side dissipation

rate εa was estimated from turbulence spectra and then used to the wind friction velocity

u∗. The time series were parsed into 128-point windows that were tapered with a Hamming

window and overlapped 50%, then Fast Fourier Transformed. Ensemble spectra were made

at 10-minutes intervals by averaging 46 windows to obtain final spectra with 0.0391 Hz

frequency resolution. The ensemble spectra were fit to an expected frequency dependence

of f−5/3 in the inertial-subrange (1 < f < 4 Hz), and the air-side dissipation was estimated
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assuming advection of a frozen field (Taylor’s hypothesis) at a speed U10, such that

εa =


〈
E(f)f 5/3

〉
K
(
U10

2π

)2/3


3/2

(10)

where K = 0.55 is the horizontal Kolmogorov constant. Assuming neutral stability, the

wind friction velocity is then

u∗ = (κεaz)1/3, (11)

where κ = 0.4 is the von Karman constant and z = 10 is the measurement height above91

the still water level.92

Following Phillips [1985], the wind input term in the wave action balance scales with

the wind stress and the speed of the waves. Integrating over the equilibrium frequency

range, the total wind input is then [Gemmrich et al., 1994; Terray et al., 1996]

∫
Swinddf = ceτ = ceρau

2
∗, (12)

where ce = 3 m/s is the chosen effective energy transfer speed (constant throughout),93

which is the middle of the equilibrium range under most conditions. This choice is at the94

upper end of the scaling from Hwang [2009] and obscures the dependencies therein.95

2.2. Mooring observations

Wave spectral data were collected at OWS-P using a 0.9 m Datawell directional wa-96

verider (DWR MKIII) buoy owned by the Applied Physics Laboratory at the University97

of Washington (APL-UW). The buoy was moored in 4255 m water depth at 49.985◦ N,98

145.094◦ W from 15 June 2010 until recovery on 4 Oct 2012. A replacement waverider99

mooring was deployed on 4 Oct 2012 at 49.904◦ N, 145.243◦. These are the first spectral100

wave observations at OWS-P. (Previous wave observations were made visually by crewmen101

on weather ships, see Rutledge [1973]).102
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The waverider collects buoy pitch, roll, and heave displacements at 1.28 Hz over half-103

hour intervals, then spectral moments are computed onboard. The spectra are transmitted104

via Iridium satellite modem to the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) at the105

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, where the data are publicly available as Station 166.106

The data are also posted under the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) as Station 46246.107

There are 33,665 spectra used (from the original two-year deployment) in this study.108

The upper portion (surface to 150 m depth) of the mooring includes a 30 m rubber cord109

and 3:1 scope ratio, such that the waverider can move freely and follow the waves. The110

lower portion (150 m to 4255 m depth) is tensioned by a subsurface float, such that the111

mooring has a small watch circle (< 1000 m) despite the substantial depth of the location.112

Meteorological data were collected at OWS-P from a separate mooring, operated by113

the Ocean Climate Stations (OCS) group at Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory114

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (PMEL-NOAA). This moored115

surface buoy was located 25-30 km from the APL-UW Waverider mooring. The wind116

data are hourly values of component averages and gusts from a Gill sonic anemometer117

at 4 m height above the sea surface. The meteorological data are available from the118

NOAA OCS website (http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/OCS). The meteorological data use the119

oceanographic convention that wind direction is the direction towards (as opposed to120

from) which the wind is blowing.121

2.2.1. Wave spectral measurements and calculation of equilibrium friction122

velocity u∗123

Wave energy frequency spectra E(f) were calculated onboard the waverider buoy every124

half hour using eight 200-s long windows with no overlap, resulting in spectra with 0.01125
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Hz frequency resolution and 16 degrees of freedom. Wave directional moments, expressed126

as Fourier coefficients a1(f), b1(f), a2(f), b2(f) at each frequency, were calculated from the127

cross-spectra of heave, pitch, and roll [Kuik et al., 1988]. Similar calculations are made128

from the SWIFT drifter buoy, following Herbers et al. [2012].129

Wave energy spectra E(f) were used to calculate equilibrium friction velocity according130

to Eq. 2 by finding the average 8π3 〈f 4E(f)〉 in the equilibrium frequency range. The131

brackets indicate averaging over the equilibrium range, which was determined as the 20132

neighboring frequency bands with the best fit to f−4. The typical range was 0.2 < feq <133

0.4 Hz, except during very high winds when the range extended to 0.15 < feq < 0.35 Hz.134

A variable lower limit was set as twice the frequency of the peak in the wind sea for135

each spectrum. A variable upper limit was set by requiring the Datawell ‘check’ factor136

(the ratio of vertical to horizontal variance in buoy motion) to be within 5% of unity137

(as required for circular orbits and thus proper buoy response). A fixed upper limit of138

0.4 Hz was also included to avoid strong Doppler modulation of very short waves by139

swell [Banner , 1990, 1991]. This modulation was avoided entirely in the freely drifting140

SWIFT measurements (Lagrangian reference frame). The standard error of 8π3f 4E(f) in141

the equilibrium range was retained and propagated as a measure of uncertainty in each142

equilibrium u∗ value.143

The average wave direction Deq and directional spread ∆Deq in the equilibrium range

were computed as

Deq = arctan

(
〈b1(f)〉
〈a1(f)〉

)
, ∆Deq =

√
2
(

1−
√
〈a1(f)2〉+ 〈b1(f)2〉

)
(13)

following [Kuik et al., 1988], where the 〈〉 indicate averages over the equilibrium frequencies

previously defined. These values were used to determine the relative alignment of the wind
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direction Du to the equilibrium wave direction Deq and the relative directional spread

θeq = |Du −Deq|, ∆θeq = ∆Deq (14)

and to approximate the directional function (in radians)

I(p) = π − θeq −
∆θeq

2
. (15)

This is in contrast to the slope ratio used by Juszko et al. [1995], and was chosen because144

of substantial noise in the slope ratio calculations.145

Finally, a canonical value β = 0.012 from the original Phillips [1985] study was used to146

determine the equilibrium wind friction velocity in Eq. 2. This usage is consistent with147

the findings of Juszko et al. [1995] and avoids any tuning of results.148

2.3. WAVEWATCH III modeling

WAVEWATCH III (Tolman et al. [2002]; Tolman [2009]), is a third generation wave149

model developed at NOAA/NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) from150

the example of the WAM model [Group, 1988; Komen et al., 1994], with initial develop-151

ment as WAVEWATCH occurring at the Delft University of Technology [Tolman, 1991].152

WAVEWATCH III solves the random phase spectral action density balance equation (sim-153

ilar to Eq. 1) for wavenumber-directional spectra. Being a phase-averaged model, there is154

an implied assumption that properties of the forcing, as well as the wave field itself, differ155

on space and time scales that are much larger than the variation scales of a single wave. For156

this study, a global simulation was conducted for the four-month period, from 1 Septem-157

ber 2010 to 1 January 2011. The first week is treated as an invalid period of ‘spin-up’,158

which is the shortest reasonable initiation time for Pacific waves (longer would be more159

conservative and appropriate for some applications). Excluding this period, the effective160
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duration available for validation is 115 days total. Thirty six (36) directional bins are161

used, and 31 frequency bins, from 0.0418 to 0.73 Hz. A 0.5◦ geographic resolution is used.162

Sub-grid blocking by islands is accounted for using the method of [Tolman, 2003], with the163

so-called “obstruction grid” provided by Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography164

Center (FNMOC). The bathymetry used here is also identical to that of the realtime165

global WW3 operational at FNMOC. The nonstationary forcing fields consist of 10-meter166

wind vectors and ice concentrations, both taken from the NCEP Climate Forecast System167

Reanalysis (CFSR) [Saha and et al., 2010]. During the past five years, WAVEWATCH168

III has evolved such that it can now be regarded as a community model, though primary169

responsibility and authority for the code is still with NOAA/NCEP. The actual model170

version used here is a development code, currently designated as WAVEWATCH III Ver-171

sion 4. For wind input, wave breaking, and swell dissipation source functions, the physics172

package of Ardhuin et al. [2010] is used. Details of these physics are not repeated here,173

except to point out where our model deviates from that one. Ardhuin et al. [2010] de-174

scribes the TEST 441 variant of the new physics. In the present study, we use the more175

recent TEST 451 variant, which utilizes a minor improvement to the swell dissipation176

source function to provide a smooth transition between laminar and turbulent air flow in177

the boundary layer (equations 8 and 9 of that paper, respectively). In the Ardhuin et al.178

[2010] physics package, gross differences in biases (or lack thereof) of wind forcing fields179

are accommodated via the βmax parameter setting in the wind input source function, as180

noted in the Appendix of that paper. For the present study, we use βmax = 1.23 (the de-181

fault setting is βmax = 1.52, being more appropriate for simulations forced by operational182
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winds with significant negative bias). This choice of βmax is consistent with recent work183

applying CFSR winds [Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013]184

3. Results

3.1. Shipboard and drifter results: direct evidence for equilibrium

Data from the October 2012 cruise are consistent with an equilibrium between wind185

input and breaking dissipation at the high frequency range (0.2 to 0.4 Hz) of the wave186

energy spectrum. Using the bin-averaged results (from at least six hours of raw data187

at each wind speed) of the shipboard anemometer and the SWIFTs, the wind friction188

velocities and associated wave action terms are in agreement over most of the range of189

observation conditions (3 to 12 m/s wind speeds).190

Figure 1a shows the scalar wave energy spectra from the SWIFTs, in which the spectral191

shape of f−4 is consistent and sorted by measured wind speeds. The equilibrium range192

extends to lower frequencies during the highest winds, consistent with the Phillips [1985]193

discussion of equilibrium wavenumbers and forcing scales. This is also consistent with194

the heuristic expectation that only the waves with phase speeds c slower than the wind195

speed U (i.e.“young”, with the wave age c
U
< 1) can be forced by the wind, and at high196

winds the range for which this occurs is broader. For each wind speed, an equilibrium197

wind friction velocity u∗ is calculated using Eqs. 2-??.198

Figure 1b shows the wind turbulent kinetic energy spectra from the shipboard sonic199

anemometer, in which the f−5/3 inertial subrange is well-represented and sorted by mea-200

sured wind speeds. For each wind speed, a wind friction velocity u∗ is estimated using Eq.201

11 and the dissipation rate method described in §2.2.2. Direction eddy correlation esti-202

mates of u∗ are also used, and are similar to the inertial estimates. These methods avoid203
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application of a drag law or bulk parameterizations in validating the wave equilibrium204

results.205

Figure 1c shows strong agreement between the sonic friction velocities from the two206

methods and the equilibrium friction velocity. However, wave equilibrium values are207

biased low, relative to the sonic values, at higher winds. For the cruise data, the bias208

appears at 11 and 12 m/s, which were the highest winds observed. This is similar to the209

mooring results that follow, but occurs at more moderate wind speeds.210

Figure 1 also shows dynamic evidence for wave equilibrium in source/sink terms during

the October 2012 mooring cruise. Application of the Phillips [1985] equilibrium assumes

a local balance, in which both wave growth and flux divergence are small. In a further

simplification, integration in frequency f over the equilibrium range removes the nonlinear

term (because that term only redistributes energy in frequency), such that the balance in

Eq. 1 reduces to wind input and breaking dissipation:

0 =
∫
Swinddf −

∫
Sbrkdf. (16)

The wave breaking dissipation profiles from SWIFTs during the October 2012 cruise211

are shown in Figure 1d and are also well-sorted by measured wind speed. These values are212

integrated in depth (Eq. 8) and compared with the wind input (Eq. 12) in Figure 1e, using213

both the wave equilibrium stress and the wind dissipation stress. Within measurement214

uncertainty, the expected equilibrium balance is observed for most conditions. Part of the215

scatter may be associated with variations in ce, which is assumed fixed at 3 m/s in Eq.216

12.217
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3.2. Mooring results: indirect evidence for equilibrium

Figure 2 shows the two-year time series of significant wave height, peak wave period,218

peak wave direction, wind speed, and wind direction. The time series includes a wide219

range of conditions, including pure wind seas, pure swell, and mixed seas. There is a220

strong seasonal signal, with the largest waves and longest periods occurring during the221

winter. This coincides with the strongest winds. The minimum observed significant wave222

height is 0.6 m and the maximum is 11.8 m.223

Figure 3 shows the hourly scalar wave energy spectra, colored by the wind speed ob-224

served at 4-m height, U4. The high frequencies with an observed f−4 dependence are225

the equilibrium range and are well sorted by the observed wind speeds. The lower fre-226

quencies are not sorted by winds, because these frequencies are dominated by the swells227

generated elsewhere that propagate through OWS-P. The equilibrium range wave energy228

spectra (i.e., the f−4 range) are used to calculate an equilibrium wind friction velocity u∗,229

following Eqs. 2-6.230

Just as for the SWIFT drifter measurements, the f−4 dependence extends to lower fre-231

quencies during the highest winds (i.e., the scales of the equilibrium range, in addition to232

the amplitude, change with wind speed). Occasionally, the fit to f−4 is poor at all fre-233

quencies. This occurs for individual 30-minute spectra during periods of rapidly changing234

wind conditions, such that waves are strongly growing or decaying. Under these condi-235

tions, a dynamic equilibrium is not expected, and the observations have weak stationarity236

(i.e., the spectra may have higher uncertainty).237

Figure 4 shows the mean square slope (mss, Eq. 3) of the wave spectral observations238

as a function of measured wind speed. There is a strong correlation, particularly for the239
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mss at equilibrium frequencies. This is consistent with the Phillips [1985] prediction that240

wave spectral levels following f 4E(f) be directly tied to the local wind forcing, modulated241

by the the directional function I(p) and the constant beta β.242

The relative direction of waves in the equilibrium range and the directional function243

I(p) are shown in Figure 5. Waves in the equilibrium range are typically aligned with244

the wind (θeq ≈ 0), although there are notable deviations. The resulting I(p) values are245

centered around 2.5, which Phillips [1985] noted as the expected result of directional index246

p = 1
2
.247

Figure 6 shows the equilibrium friction velocity u∗ as a function of measured wind248

speed. Also shown are the equivalent wind friction velocities from conventional drag laws249

for wind stress, u∗ = C
1/2
D U10, where CD is determined by measured wind speed [Smith,250

1980; Large and Pond , 1981]. There is good agreement with conventional drag laws at251

most wind speeds (r2 = 0.91, overall). Averaging in wind speed bins of 1 m/s, the252

equilibrium values are within 5% of the drag laws at most wind speeds. At the highest253

wind speeds, greater than 15 m/s, the equilibrium u∗ values are less than the drag law254

estimates, and the bin-averaged values are biased low by up to 13%. At the lowest wind255

speeds, less than 5 m/s, the equilibrium u∗ values are greater than the drag law estimates,256

and the bin-averaged values are biased high by up to 100%.257

The scatter of the equilibrium stress relative to the drag laws is evaluated in Figure 7,258

which shows spectra for three fixed wind speeds. At each wind speed, the spectra show259

a secondary dependence (the primary dependence being on wind speed itself) related to260

the equilibrium energy ratio, Eeq/Etotal, which is unity for pure wind sea and approaches261

zero for swell dominated seas. Each spectrum is shown using frequencies normalized by262
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the peak frequency, fp, of that spectrum. The normalized wave spectra within a fixed263

wind speed are sorted such that spectra from pure wind seas have the lowest levels, and264

thus the lowest equilibrium wind stress. This oversimplifies the result, however, because265

the use of a normalized f/fp shifts all pure wind seas to the left. The more general result266

is that the presence of swell modifies the response of the high frequency waves to wind267

forcing and is related to the scatter at a given wind speed.268

An equilibrium drag coefficient can be defined using the equilibrium u∗ as in CD = u2∗
U10

2269

and is shown as a function of inverse wave age U10/cp and mean square slope mss in270

Figure 8, where drag is centered around the canonical 1.4× 10−3 for young, steep waves.271

For older waves and lower slopes, there is large scatter in the drag coefficient, likely272

because waves in the swell range modulate the waves in the equilibrium range [Garćıa-273

Nava et al., 2012]. The scatter and the trends are well sorted by the equilibrium energy274

ratio, Eeq/Etotal. Figure 8 does not support the conventional trend of decreasing drag275

with increasing wave age (e.g., Donelan et al. [1993]), nor the pure slope dependence of276

Foreman and Emeis [2012]. Rather, Figure 8 shows that the equilibrium drag dependence277

is more varied, especially for mixed seas and swell-dominated seas. The drag dependence278

on waves is further explored in Toffoli et al. [2012]. Here, of course, wave slope dependence279

is implicit given the equivalence of mean square slope and the equilibrium spectral level280

(i.e., Eqs. 2 and 3).281

To compare with the drag laws, the observed 4-m height winds are converted to 10-m282

height winds using the log-layer assumption (Eq. 4) and a roughness length from the283

Charnock [1955] relation (Eq. 5). This introduces a spurious correlation between U10 and284

the wave equilibrium estimate of u∗, because u∗ is used to estimate roughness. However,285
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the raw correlation of observed U4 to u∗ is already r2 = 0.90 and the resulting correlation286

of adjusted U10 to u∗ is r2 = 0.91, so the additional correlation is negligible.287

It is tempting to examine the dependence of roughness z0 on wave age cp
u∗

, as many288

previous investigations have done. However, in this case the spurious correlation is severe,289

as z0 is uniquely determined by u∗ in Eq. 5. Instead, the relation of roughness and u∗290

can be assessed indirectly with the estimates of wind stress from the COARE algorithm291

[Fairall et al., 2003].292

Figure 9 compares the equilibrium u∗ to the results of the COARE algorithm (version293

3.0a, Fairall et al. [2003]) using observed meteorological data and varying wave effects294

via the “jwave” parameter. For the standard algorithm with jwave = 0 (Figure 9a),295

the u∗ estimates agree well at all but the highest values and have similar scatter to the296

drag law comparisons (r2 = 0.89 for COARE versus r2 = 0.91 for drag laws). When the297

wave-age dependent roughness of Oost et al. [2002] is included by setting the parameter298

jwave = 1 (Figure 9b), the model results at high winds are biased higher relative to299

the equilibrium u∗ and scatter is slightly increased (r2 = 0.84). When the wave height300

and period dependent roughness of Taylor and Yelland [2001] is included by setting the301

parameter jwave = 2 (Figure 9c), the model results at high winds also are biased higher302

relative to the equilibrium u∗, with similar scatter r2 = 0.88. The scatter is not reduced303

by the inclusion of advanced wave-drag parameterizations in COARE, which suggests that304

the scatter may be independent of wave effects.305

The relative uncertainty of u∗ is quantified by comparing the standard error of 〈f 4E(f)〉306

to its mean value, as shown in Figure 10 as a function of measured wind speed U4 and the307

directional function I(p). The relative error is typically less than 2%, although sometimes308
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as high as 5% for low winds. There is no correlation between the uncertainty and the309

directional function I(p).310

3.3. Model comparison

A spectral hindcast using the WAVEWATCH III model [Tolman and Chalikov , 1994]311

for the fall of 2010 shows excellent agreement with the Waverider mooring observations312

(Figure 11). Comparing the bulk wave statistics, there is excellent agreement wave heights313

(r2 = 0.96) and significant agreement in peak wave direction (r2 = 0.68, ignore wrapping314

within ±30◦ of North) and peak wave period (r2 = 0.67). Bulk parameter prediction315

skill of the developmental hindcast (WW3 version 4) is notably better than that of the316

operational hindcast (which are r2 = 0.91, 0.53, and 0.35, respectively). This suggests that317

the Ardhuin et al. [2010] formulations applied within the WW3 Version 4 development318

code, as well as the use of reanalysis winds, are to be preferred. The model deficiencies319

are associated with southward directions, which coincide with regionally generated wind320

seas from the Gulf of Alaska.321

Figure 12 shows the wave equilibrium u∗ estimates from the model and the mooring322

data. There is excellent agreement (r2 = 0.88), however there is a mild discrepancy for323

the most energetic conditions. At the highest winds, the model wind stresses are slightly324

higher than the equilibrium stress. Independent model runs with ECMWF winds show325

a similar monotonic increase in stress and waves at higher winds [Rascle and Ardhuin,326

2013].327

Figure 13 shows the spectral input term from WW3 versus u2∗, which is the assumed328

input scaling in analysis of the field measurements (Eq. 12). Input at high frequencies329

follows the assumed u2∗ dependence under all but the milder conditions. Input over all330
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frequencies is more scattered, consistent with the secondary dependences on the swell331

conditions.332

4. Discussion

The f−4 shape in wave spectra observed across all wind and wave conditions (Figure 3)333

and the small relative error of this shape (Figure 10) show the persistence of the equi-334

librium range. However, the very highest frequencies often have a steeper dependence,335

approximately f−5, similar to the observations by Long and Resio [2007]. This may in-336

dicate something missing in the Phillips [1985] formulation, or it may be the damped337

response of finite size buoys at very high wavenumbers (i.e., measurement error).338

Although the overall agreement between the equilibrium u∗ and drag laws applied to339

the observed winds is compelling, there is notable scatter in Figures 6 & 9. The scatter340

may be attributed to atmospheric stability or wave age dependence in roughness, both341

of which alter the observed wind speed at a given height (4 m at OWS-P) for the same342

u∗. In either case, it would be the wind profile Uz that changes, not the surface stress343

τ = ρau
2
∗. For a given stress, equilibrium requires the high frequency waves to rapidly344

and continually adjust to maintain a balance with the winds. A lag-correlation analysis345

(not shown) indicates that the winds and waves are coherent and in phase for time scales346

from one hour to several days, with no relation to the scatter around the drag laws.347

An alternative interpretation to the scatter in u∗ is variation in the parameter β, which348

has been assumed constant at the canonical value β = 0.012. In both Juszko et al.349

[1995] and the present study, allowing a variable β does not systematically improve the350

comparison to drag laws, thus the original value from Phillips [1985] is preferred.351
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At the highest winds, there is an approximately 13% bias low in equilibrium u∗ values352

relative to drag law estimates (U10 > 15 m/s in Figure 6) and the COARE results (u∗ > 0.8353

m/s in Figure 9). This occurs at wind speeds around 15 m/s, which is too low for the354

reported saturation and reduced drag at extreme winds (e.g., Powell et al. [2003]; Jarosz355

et al. [2007]; Black et al. [2007]). The most likely explanation is a known statistical356

bias of bin-averaging the highest (and rarest) values of a distribution [Tolman, 1998].357

Another possible explanation is that storm conditions include elevated spectral energy358

levels at swell frequencies and those modulate the spectral energy levels at equilibrium359

frequencies (and thus bias the comparison to measured winds). From the mooring data,360

it is not possible to determine the atmospheric drag directly (a roughness estimate, or361

measurements of the Uz profile, are needed), so the results at high winds cannot be fully362

diagnosed. From the SWIFT data (Figure 1), the dynamic balance of wave equilibrium363

appears to continue at least up to 12 m/s.364

However, the range of the dynamic terms Swind and Sbrk is limited. These values are365

difficult to determine experimentally, in part because they vary by less than an order366

of magnitude from mild conditions to rough seas (although it should be noted that the367

October 2012 cruise data does not include any pure calm seas or extreme storms). More368

striking, it is the net difference between these variables that gives the evolution of a wave369

field, and that net difference is only significant over large amounts of space and time.370

Finally, a potential application deserved comment. The implication of Eq. 2 is that,371

given β, wind friction velocity u∗ (and thus wind stress) could be determined from wave372

energy spectra alone. Such a future application requires validation of the Phillips [1985]373

theory (Eq. 2), and it will require knowledge of the alignment and directional spread of374
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waves relative to the wind, as given by I(p) and shown in Figure 5. However, in practice,375

I(p) does not vary much over the entire range of observations at OWS-P. If one assumes no376

knowledge of directionality, and instead uses a constant I(p) = 2.5 from the approximation377

p = 1
2

(see Fig. 2 of Phillips [1985]), the u∗ results are similar. The average change in378

u∗ is 6%, which is significant compared with the 2% uncertainty in 8π3 〈f 4E(f)〉, but no379

worse than the scatter relative to the drag laws.380

5. Conclusions

Observations of the wave equilibrium range provide evidence of a dynamic balance in381

which wave breaking adjusts to balance a given wind stress input, at least for wind speeds382

less than 12 m/s. Using two years of observations spanning a wide range of conditions,383

bin-averaged equilibrium results for wind stress are within 5% of the conventional drag384

laws based on U10 wind speeds [Smith, 1980; Large and Pond , 1981]. There is limited385

sensitivity (6%, on average) to the wind-wave alignment or directional spread of the386

waves. A secondary dependence is noted, wherein swell waves modify the high-frequency387

response to a given wind forcing.388
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Figure 1. Results from the shipboard and drifter measurements during the October 2012 cruise,

bin-averaged and colored by observed 10-m winds on the R/V New Horizon. (a) Wave energy

spectra from SWIFT drifters. (b) Wind energy spectra from a shipboard sonic anemometer. (c)

Comparison of wind friction velocity obtained via the wave equilibrium range and via the sonic

anemometer using both the inertial dissipation method and the direct eddy correlation method.

(d) Near-surface profiles of the wave breaking dissipation rate from SWIFT drifters. (e) Terms

in the theoretical equilibrium balance of wind input and breaking dissipation. Thin lines indicate

± one standard deviation from the binned averages.
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Figure 2. Hourly values for (a) significant wave height, (b) peak wave period, (c) peak wave

direction, (d) wind speed, (e) wind direction.
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Figure 3. Hourly wave energy spectra from OWS-P buoy, colored by observed wind speed.

The f−4 line indicates the theoretical spectral slope in the equilibrium range. Spectra in the

equilibrium range are well-sorted by observed wind speed.
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Figure 4. Mean square slope calculated from measured wave energy spectra versus measured

wind speeds at 4-m height. Cyan points are calculated from all frequencies in each wave spectrum.

Magenta points are calculated from equilibrium frequencies (twice the peak frequency and above)

in each wave spectrum.
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Figure 5. (a) Relative wave direction in the equilibrium range and (b) directional function

versus observed wind direction. Equilibrium waves are expected to be aligned with the wind

(θeq ≈ 0), and the canonical value of I(p) is 2.5.
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Figure 6. Equilibrium wind friction velocity (calculated from observed wave spectra) as a

function of observed wind speeds, adjusted to 10 m reference height. Dots are hourly estimates

from the equilibrium range of the observed wave spectra and the gray curve is bin-averaged value

at 1 m/s intervals. Red and blue lines are conventional drag law estimates.
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Figure 7. Wave energy spectra versus normalized frequency for three fixed wind speeds: (a)

5 m/s, (b) 10 m/s, and (c) 15 m/s. Frequencies in each spectrum are normalized by the peak

frequency of that spectrum. Color scale indicates the ratio of wave energy in the equilibrium range

to total wave energy. Magenta colors are pure wind seas and cyan colors are swell dominated.
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Figure 8. Equilibrium drag coefficient CD as a function of (a) inverse wave age U10/cp and

(b) mean square slope. Color scale indicates the ratio of wave energy in the equilibrium range

to total wave energy. Magenta colors are pure wind seas and cyan colors are swell dominated.
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Figure 9. Hourly wind friction velocity from the equilibrium range compared with results from

the COARE algorithm applied to observed meteorological data with (a) no wave dependence,

(b) roughness depend on wave age wave age, and (c) roughness dependent on wave height and

period. Dashed lines indicate 1:1 correspondence.
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Figure 10. Relative uncertainty in equilibrium u∗ as a function of (a) measured wind speed

and (b) calculated directional function I(p).

Figure 11. Spectragrams of wave energy (log color scale) in frequency versus time. (a)

Datawell Waverider mooring observations. (b) WAVEWATCH III model hindcast.
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Figure 12. Equilibrium wind friction velocities from WAVEWATCH III model hindcast

spectra versus equilibrium wind friction velocities from observed wave spectra. The correlation

is r2 = 0.88.
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Figure 13. Spectral input terms from WAVEWATCH III versus equilibrium wind friction

velocity squared. Cyan points are calculated from all frequencies in each wave spectrum. Magenta

points are calculated from equilibrium frequencies (twice the peak frequency and above) in each

wave spectrum.
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